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Like to bring
positive changes
to your life-but
not sure how??
Hypnotherapist and life coach Geoﬀ Hart is
oﬀering Kent connexions readers a personal 60
minute session for just £38...or 3 sessions for
£110 saving over £90. Take the ﬁrst step to
change...and call 01622 747575 in total
conﬁdence or e mail: info@act4life.co.uk
Here to help-not judge.
www.act4life.co.uk
(Please quote Kent connexions)

The Thought Coach is full of strategies,
exercises and techniques, which can bring
positive lasting life changes in under 60
minutes.
Aimed at improving the quality of our
thinking, building conﬁdence and
increasing personal levels of motivation.
The Thought Coach is available from
Amazon, Waterstones, WHSmith and other
good bookshops &7.99 or less - also
available on kindle.

Orderline
01622 747575
£5.99 including
postage

Counselling and Psychotherapy
in Kent and Harley Street
For Adults, Children, Adolescents and Families
Experience in Life and Relationships can leave anyone
feeling stuck, wounded or confused
Therapy can be a healing process through talking, play therapy,
sandplay and other creative approaches.

We offer an emotionally holding therapeutic experience for Children,
Adolescents, Adults, Couples and Families, where you may engage
in deepening your understanding of yourself, your relationships
and your experiences in life.
Therapy provides an opportunity to heal very painful, sometimes
traumatising experiences and relationships and to address what
may feel like overwhelming feelings and circumstances in your
own way and at your own pace.

Sasha Rosen, MA, UKAHPP, UKCP
Colm O’Hanrahan, MBACP (Accred) Reg. 011078
Email: AlchemyPsychotherapy@gmail.com Tel: 07891 311 583
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Reiki treats the

Welcome to Your

Kent Connexions

Kent Connexions is published by Designbox Studio
Ltd. We would like to take this opportunity to welcome
you to this, the fifth edition of a new look magazine.
Kent Connexions has been a leading light across the
County for over twenty years for seekers of alternative
solutions to physical, spiritual or emotional unease.
Our intention is to inform, guide and inspire you to
explore the many and varied alternative therapeutic
options that are available in Kent today.

We would love to hear your views, ideas
or discoveries and invite you to email us
for inclusion.
Wishing you peace and good fortune, The Editor

Email: studio@kentconnexions.com
www.kentconnexions.com

whole person - body,
emotions, mind
and spirit

A treatment feels like a
glowing radiance that flows
through and around you

Ellis Healing
Contact: Charles Ellis
Telephone: 07443 898505
Email: klrcharlie@hotmail.co.uk
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If you are interested in stocking Kent Connexions it would be greatly appreciated.
Please contact us on 01622 757111 or email: studio@kentconnexions.com
Kent Connexions and / or individual contributors. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication, whether words or pictures, may be reproduced in any way or form without written
permission of the editors.
The inclusion of any advertisement or article does not constitute a recommendation, and does not
necessarily reflect the views and interests of the editors, who reserve the right to refuse any
material. We would advise that readers should satisfy themselves of the integrity of any practitioner
or advertiser when making contact with them.
Whilst we take care in producing this publication, Kent Connexions cannot accept responsibility for
any errors or omissions.
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Palmist

Miranda of Margate
l Tasseomancy
l Crystal Ball
l Runes & Cards
£10 Short Reading
£20 Long Reading
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Moonflower's Therapies Claudia Amisha Miller
Shamanic & Vibrational Sound Healing
Monthly Sound Bath Evenings,
Drum group and Meditations
Reflexology, Swedish Massage for
Women, Reiki Treatments
Workshops: Tree Communication,
Empowerment for Women

& 01843 449474
077273
& 07550
by appointment only

Contact: moonflower65@btinternet.com
www.livewood-lebensholz.weebly.com

www.macalevy-magic.co.uk
email: MacalevyMagic@gmail.com

Yoga
Mindful

Monday lunchtimes
12:15 - 1:45pm
Silver Slipper Studio

Small, friendly, beginner
adult classes for all in
Westgate

Tuesday evenings
6pm - 7:30pm
St Augustine’s

To book please contact:
Angela 07971 653 976
Email: info@anotherjourneybegins.com www.anotherjourneybegins.com

Waking up to the wo
Connecting to the
Evolutionary Flow
of Life is the
solution to STRESS
– and it’s Easy!
The pressures of Life
Life, it seems, is becoming more and more
challenging as the pace of change speeds
up. At work in particular, people’s jobs are
more pressurised. Growing competition,
globalisation and target-driven cultures in
pursuit of economic growth mean that the
austerity measures precipitated by the
recession and the pressures they created
are unlikely to recede in the near future.
As a result, business surveys are reporting,
on top of the millions of days lost to
physical illness and coughs and colds, a
steady increase in the millions lost to
psychological symptoms of this pressure,
which they call mental illness. And many
believe that these symptoms of STRESS
are an unavoidable consequence of
the unrelenting challenges of our
ever-changing world. But they are not.

There’s no such thing as
Mental Illness
Stress management in business tends to
focus on the work environment; systems,
culture and relationships, or the mental;
resilience training, counselling, cognitive
4

therapy and mindfulness training. These are
all very useful, but they don’t address the
real problem – the STRESS ITSELF which is
causing the problems.
Stress is neither the environment nor our
reaction to it. Stress is a physiological
imbalance, at its subtlest blocked energy in
the body, particularly the nervous system.
This, of course, negatively affects every
aspect of our lives, including mental ill
health which is physical in its origin, and
even genetic problems caused by ‘inherited’
stress.

The Solution
The yoga teachers of ancient India knew all
about stress, which they called samskara,
impressions in the nervous system (“scars”)
caused when we allow our minds to be
controlled by our sensory experiences in
activity (“karma”) and lose awareness of our
delicious, stabilising inner silence that has
the power to make life a very different
experience.
Beneath the constant, challenging changing
states of waking, sleeping and dreaming is a
profoundly peaceful, silent but fully awake
fourth state of consciousness which
supports surface activity rather like the
silent depths of the ocean support the
pounding waves on the surface.
Beyond all thought and image, beyond even
the “present moment” of mindfulness, this
underlying level of mind (described by the
ancient masters of Yoga as “Sat Chit
Ananda” (eternal bliss-consciousness) and
elsewhere as the “Kingdom of Heaven”, is
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ow! of life
the source of all peace, happiness,
creativity energy and health. The mind’s
flow towards it is therefore effortless and
natural – as spontaneous as a river
flowing to the sea – when liberated by
transcendental meditation.

The Key to a Happy and
Stress-free Life
It is often assumed that meditation is an
arduous task, a difficult exercise in
controlling the mind that only a few
people are equipped to undertake. Nothing
could be further from the truth. “REAL”
meditation, as Dr.Deepak Chopra called it,
is a simple, natural and effortless
procedure that can be mastered in a few
days. It is also highly enjoyable, because it
is a powerfully nourishing experience,
beyond ordinary relaxation, that does not
involve any unnatural straining to
concentrate the mind or suppress
thoughts.
Another surprise is that meditation is ideal
for busy people living in a ‘stressful’ world!
A few minutes practice each day will add
enormous practical benefits to your life.
But genuine meditation can never be
learned from a book or CD. It has nothing
to do with sitting cross-legged chanting
OM, or staring at a candle flame or
visualising beautiful natural surroundings
and trying to feel peaceful. “Real
meditation” simply involves the effortless
settling of the mind into stillness, along
with very deep relaxation and profound
stress-release in the body.

The technique must be learned individually
and systematically from a qualified teacher
who closely monitors progress to ensure
correct practice. You will also gain
profoundly significant insights into life and
the functioning of your mind and body. Once
learned, the skill of transcendental
meditation is a source of stability,
contentment and dynamism for the rest of
your life, along with free support and
guidance, when required, from your teacher,
which restores the WOW! to Life.
Based in Kent, but covering the whole
country, The Meditation Trust, a Registered
Charity can be contacted on 01843 841010
or info@meditationtrust.com
www.MeditationTrust.com
Regular courses around Kent start in:
GREENWICH SATURDAY 20TH MAY;
MEDWAY SATURDAY 27TH MAY;
FOLKESTONE SATURDAY 17TH JUNE;
THANET SATURDAY 3RD JUNE
Next Residential Retreat Course starts
WEDNESDAY 7TH JUNE at
Oxon Hoath Country Estate Retreat near
Tonbridge
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The Menopause
Lowering Oestrogen levels may influence our
brain’s temperature regulating system. Hence,
symptoms may include: hot flushes and night
sweats, in addition to a lack of sleep or insomnia
and in certain cases, depression. Hot flushes are
the most commonly reported symptoms.

Non-organic meat \ animal products \ dairy
products
Drink plenty of fresh water, fruit & veg juices,
herbal teas and green tea.
Minimise and reduce all alcohol, coffee plus
black tea (due to caffeine content)

Dietary Solutions
Include a range of colourful foods to increase
phytonutrient contents.

Herbs & Supplements
Red Clover – contains isoflavones (prevents
osteoporosis, maintains collagen-reduces aging,
Wild Yam, Sage, Rose, Agnus Castus and Vitamin
D (check adequate levels)

Natural plant phytoestrogens from foods
including ground flaxseed, soya (examples
include tofu & miso, in small amounts), hummus,
sesame seeds and lentils. These help to regulate
hormone levels during the menopause.

Lifestyle
Take time out to enjoy & relax with healing
treatments, massage, baths, scented candles
and a type of daily physical exercise and \ or
yoga \ your spiritual practice.

Fewer women of menopausal age experience hot
flushes in China and across Asian countries,
largely due to their high intake of these foods
(and lower intake of animal-products).

Theresa Webb BA. Dip. NT
Naturopathic Nutritionist

In Japan, the average isoflavone intake is
between 25-50mg per day, whereas in Europe it
is approx 3mg.
Essential Fatty Acids
Omega 3 EFA from unsalted nuts and seeds,
especially hemp & flax seeds, plus Avocados (&
oily fish if essential at the time)
Whole foods
Whole grains eg quinoa, millet & brown rice (to
reduce sugar cravings), unprocessed meals, fresh
fruit, veg, nuts & seeds, pulses, beans (organic
where possible \ grass fed animals)
Dairy-free: milks, cheeses, nut & seed products,
soya\tofu
Dark Chocolate (for Magnesium & Iron levels)
To reduce, eliminate & avoid:
Processed or refined sugars in sweets &
chocolate
6
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Festival in the Park

Sat 24th June. 11.30 – 10pm.

UKP Leisure, Gore Court Rd, Sittingbourne, Kent. ME10 1QN

Divine Spark Spiritual Events is really excited to be presenting a full day/evening
festival at a 15 acre site in Sittingbourne.
Through the day we will have so much going on. Mediums, therapists tents, beauty
tents, stalls galore. There will be workshops for the children/adults, bouncy
castle & face painting, henna tattoos & so much more.
FREE ENTRY. £1 parking per car.

EVENING from 5.30 – 10pm

Divine Spark Spiritual Events is proud to Present The Music Festival in the Park
UKP Sittingbourne. We have 3 great music acts on show with a great mixture of music
following from Folk, Rock, Pop, R&B and easy listening.

Tickets are £10 online at www.divinesparkhealingcentre.co.uk or www.eventbrite.co.uk
or £12 at the gate on arrival. There is parking on site for £1 per vehicle.
On site pavilion with bar & various food outlets.
If you require any further information please contact: Mandy on 07502161279

Tarot
Cards

Have You Reached A
Crossroads In Your Life?
This might be a good time for
you to seek guidance
To help you make your choices
Come and consult the
Tarot Cards Readings £20.00

Workshops/Spell Work
Handfastings/Baby Naming
Call: May 01634 727986
www.mayeve.co.uk

Stress Management Consultant,
Health and Wellbeing Coach and
Reiki Master
Individual consultations to support you to
manage your stress, improve your health
and wellbeing or to receive Reiki as a
complementary therapy.

Stress management workshops, 1st Thursday
of each month

Reiki Part I and Part II training

Stress management and emotional resilience
training for your staff in your premises.
Stress management support for individual
staff at your premises
Contact: Vicky McLelland
Email: VickyMclelland@aol.com
www.vickymclelland.moonfruit.com
Tel: 07584 088831
Herne Bay, Whitstable and Faversham
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Some Simple Keys to Happiness
,“The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness
is the attribute of the strong.”
Mahatma Gandhi
Consider this: What difference would the
installation of a public water tap in the
street make to your happiness level?
Not much I would guess, but the happiness
level would go off the scale for a child in a
remote and arid village in Africa.
So often we are caught up in our own world
of distractions and challenges that it is
easy to forget how blessed we all are in the
UK. One of the things that I advise clients
to do, who are seriously depressed and
unable to think of anything good in their
lives , is to go a day without accessing
clean fresh water or electricity or TV. When
deprived of the things we take for granted,
it is possible to start to see how lucky we
are. It is easy to forget also that the best
and most valuable things in life like water,
sunshine, love, cuddles, nature and
beaches are all provided at their base freely
by an abundant Universe.
Gandhi said that “The thankful heart is
always closest to the riches of the
Universe”
It is also true that simple acts of kindness
make us happier and healthier, relieve the

8

symptoms of depression and lead to better
health. There is even a special hormone
that is released whenever we hug, touch or
give/receive kindness called Oxytocin.
Because of Oxytocin, the more we trust the
happier, healthier and calmer we become.
Small acts can and do change the world. Do
not complain about the world, do
something about it— change your world. If
you stand still and complain, you will look
out on the same scenery forever.
When the Buddha became enlightened after
meditating under the Bodhi tree, one of the
things he saw was that he had spent all of
his past lives running from A to B to C. What
he realised was that he had spent his lives
focused on arrival points and had missed all
the living that took place on the journey
between these points. Do you do this on
your daily commute or the school run for
example?
So often we are focused on the end point of
a task that we miss the bliss of the journey
—perhaps 20 minutes of beautiful gardens,
smiling, making eye contact with others or
the sensations of the wind on your face etc.
If your attention is not focused in the
moment you can miss lots of precious
moments that will never ever appear again.
Every single minute missed whilst we are
entranced in distraction is a minute of life
wasted.

l Email: studio@kentconnexions.com l Tel: 01622 757111 l www.kentconnexions.com

Jean Jacques Rousseau said “Things do not
change, we change” and so in honour of
this, here are some very easy suggestions
to bring you into the present and if you do
them will change your life very quickly:
l Take a moment, take a breath, and be

present.

l See everything as if it were the very first

time that you saw it.

l Bend down and look at something from

ANGELIC REIKI
2017 Course dates available now.
Booking required.
1st & 2nd Degree £252
3rd and 4th Degree Master/Teacher £450
3-Day Certified Courses
Deposit £50 required to secure places

a child’s eye view.

l Stop and really analyse the intricate
l
l

l

l
l

design and detail of a flower or of your
hand.
Listen to nature or to the silence
between the sounds.
Eat slowly and with awareness. Really
smell, taste and experience the textures
of every bite. Be honest - how much of
what you eat normally do you even
taste?
Stop every now and again. Take a deep
long slow breath and ask yourself, ‘could
this moment be any better?’ In that
moment notice ‘I am and that is all I
need.’
Smile at everyone that you meet without
judgement.
Give everyone the benefit of the doubt
and choose to believe the best in every
one.
Adapted from Tour the Core- the Path
way to a Positively Joyous Life by
Theresa Borg BA (hons) DHP DCH GQHR
MPLTA

This beautiful course is a unique and life
changing system of Angelic Reiki Healing
given to Kevin Core through Archangel
Metatron.
Now is the time to re-connect with the
Angelic Realm, Ascended Masters and
Galactic Beings of Light, to learn how to
work with them for healing of a very high
vibration.
Angelic Reiki brings the possibility of the
re-balancing of mind, body and spirit. Not
just for ourselves but for all who are ready to
embrace it.
Angelic Reiki is open to all whether or not
you have had any experience of other forms
of healing.
Angelic Reiki prepares us to work with the
Angelic Realm of Light and Love
immediately.
Learn how to connect with your own
personal Angel.
Work with the Ascended Masters and much
more.

To book your place please contact:
Jill.larking@sky.com
Tel: 07729 592751
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Betty Clarke

CI.Hom. BFD Dip.

I n S I d E O u T H E A lT H C A r E C l I n I C

Clinic of biological &
complementary medicine

l Diagnostic

Testing l Allergy l Intolerance & Phenolics Testing
& Complex Homeopathy

l Homotoxicology l Clinical

l Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

l Fibromyalgia

l Parasites & Fungal Conditions

l Glandular Fever, Tiredness

l Virus, Bacteria

l Respiratory & Breathing Disorders
l Cystic Fibrosis

l Rhinitis, Hypertension
l Circulation Disorders

l Arthritis, Rheumatism
l Skin Problems

l ME, Lymes & Lupus
l Colitis, IBS

l Endometriosis, Miscarriage
l Kidney & Urinary Problems
l Prostatitis

l Gum & Eye Disease
l And Much More!

Every health condition has a root cause!
We treat the cause not just the symptom!
By appointment only: 01732 810613
Email: bettyclarke@btconnect.com
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Don’t Be Sensitive! Take The Allergy Test!
stDust mites and washing powders. Both can get
up your nose, leaving you with an aggravation of
your symptoms from watery eyes to excessive
sneezing to skin irritation, but, depending on the
allergic reaction to a given allergen, could
progress to more serious problems such as
hyperventilation and anaphylactic shock. Either
way, we’re all prone to intolerance's, irritations
and allergies. And whilst that runny nosed,
watery eyed hay fever reaction may not be
life-threatening, the arrival of high pollen counts
and freshly mowed lawns can spell misery and
ultimately staying indoors for thousands of people.
The allergy test at Inside Out Healthcare Clinic
can detect up to 950 allergens. Most common
are food allergies. These are an immune system
response to a food that the body mistakenly
believes is harmful. Although an individual could
be allergic to any food, such as fruits,
vegetables, and meats, there are eight foods
that account for 90% of all food-allergic
reactions. These are: egg, peanut, fish, shellfish,
milk, wheat and tree nut (cashew, walnut etc.).
Anaphylaxis is a sudden, severe, potentially
fatal, systemic allergic reaction that can involve
various areas of the body (such as the skin,
respiratory tract, gastrointestinal tract, and
cardiovascular system). Whatever it is, once
discovered, it can be eliminated from your
diet/lifestyle and thus improve your health and
quality of life.

C

There has been an unprecedented increase in
the number of people suffering from
intolerance's and allergic reactions over the past
30 years. The reasons and causal effects are
wide and varied. There are environmental
factors, pressurised immune systems, not
forgetting the world of viruses, bacteria,
parasites and tropical diseases that lurk in our

midst on a daily basis. In particular, skin
allergies are on the increase, regardless of age
or demographics, with conditions such as
psoriasis, eczema and dermatitis more
prominent than ever before.
The test is not a medical test. The test was
designed and developed by a doctor, Adrian
Lindeman, who was a General Practitioner,
originally from Holland, studied in Germany and
many other places, initially basing his allergy
testing in Britain. Having studied with him over
20 years ago this test is still top in identifying
what triggers you and is hugely successful.
Phenolic testing is another way of identifying
the group of foods that may trigger various
symptoms, not so long as the big test, does not
identify chemicals, only your basic foods, but
again is very effective.
Many of the allergic reactions can be inherited,
i.e. if you have an allergic reaction to shellfish,
eggs or fish you can be carrying one or more
types of salmonella. This can be carried down
from two generations, once identified this can
be eradicated. There are other inherited
Miasims that can cause much distress, these too
can be identified and eradicated.

C

For more information and for an appointment
please ring the Clinic 01732 810613.

Betty Clarke
Inside Out Healthcare Clinic
Treating the cause, not the symptom

Betty Clarke. Cl.Hom. BFD.dip
Clinic of Biological & Complementary Medicine
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The way to ACT…
Surfing the third wave – a little bit of history
By Graham Lee
During the last century it has been recognised
that there have been three ‘waves’ of
behavioural therapies. The first of these which
reached its ‘crest’ in the 1950s and 60s focused
on ‘conditioning’ which appeared to offer a
relatively brief way of achieving change,
compared with the earlier Freudian analytical
approaches, which were far from brief and in
some cases extended over many years of work.
Since this early work on conditioning tended to
ignore thoughts and feelings, this led to
criticism that behaviourists treated their clients
rather like laboratory animals, or like robots
that could be programmed.
The second wave of behavioural therapies
emerged in the 1970s when cognitive
approaches relating to challenging or disputing
irrational thoughts emerged. This led to focus
on how thoughts, feelings and behaviours can
control our lives and how by examining them
and the links between them we may learn to
change our responses in a positive way.
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) dominated
this second wave and was rigorously tested in
many positive scientific studies.
ACT belongs to what is known as the ‘third
wave’ of behavioural therapies – also known as

12

mindfulness based interventions or (MBIs).
These came in to prominence in the late 1980’s
and 90s and includes: Mindfulness Based
Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) and Dialectic
Behaviour Therapy (DBT).
ACT (Acceptance and Commitment Therapy) is
pronounced as the word ‘act’ for good reason.
It’s about taking action. It was developed in the
USA by psychologist Steve Hayes, along with his
colleagues Kelly Wilson and Kirk Strosahl. The
original body of work has been further
developed and expanded by others, including
Dr Russ Harris who has authored a number of
well-respected books including the self-help
guide ‘The Happiness Trap’.
Steve Hayes, describes ACT as an ‘oddly
counterintuitive model of work’. It can be
engaging and playful and teaches us skills to
handle unwanted and painful thoughts and
feelings in a way in which they have far less
significance or negative affect. Mindfulness
skills are brought into play here.
It also takes the view that, irrespective of the
number of symptoms we have, or how serious
those are, provided that we respond to them in a
mindful way we will feel happier and better able
to function. Unwanted symptoms do
‘miraculously’ tend to reduce, even though this
is not the primary aim!

Email:
studio@kentconnexions.com
757111
l
Email:
studio@kentconnexions.comTel:
l 01622
Tel: 01622
757111 l www.kentconnexions.com
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ACT has been scientifically researched and
proven to be effective in helping people with a
wide range of issues including: anxiety,
depression and chronic pain. Even those with
severe psychiatric disorders including
schizophrenia have gained remarkable benefit.
It has also produced similarly high levels of
success with some of the less serious
conditions which we may encounter in our
day-to-day work, such as smoking cessation,
weight reduction and reducing stress. The high
level of supporting scientific evidence has
ensured that ACT has grown in popularity as a
form of psychological treatment around the
world.

30 years in the making
The original development of ACT was around
30 years ago and yet it was not until nearer to
10 years ago when it began to find its current
high level of popularity. There are a number of
reasons for this delayed enthusiasm.
l 30 years ago ACT seemed to fly in the face
of conventional psychological theory in the
sense that most approaches aimed to
reduce unwanted symptoms. ACT takes a
different approach and one that is much
more focussed in the idea that quality of life
is primarily dependent upon mindful,
values-guided action.
l ACT is mindfulness based intervention and
30 years ago these were in their infancy and
seen as a little way out!
l The original writings on ACT were peer
reviewed as being ‘overly complex’. Heavy
on rather complicated theory but light on
practicalities.

The ACT acronym.
ACT is sometimes seen as a rather large model
but the real beauty of it is the way that it can be
simplified and easily explainable.
A = Accept your thoughts and feelings and be
present
C = Choose a valued direction
T = Take action!
Key themes for ACT include developing
psychological flexibility, encouraging
self-awareness and examining beliefs and
values. Here we encourage our clients, rather
like we would in a coaching exercise to explore
their innermost beliefs and values. What would
they live and die for? What would they say is
their life purpose? Translating this into a
behavioural context, what qualities of ongoing
action matter? How do clients want to behave
on an ongoing basis?
Clients are taught how to ‘defuse’, or separate
from their unwanted thoughts, emotions and
mental pictures. They learn how to observe
them more passively or step back and view
them from a distance, rather like clouds passing
by in the sky. ACT employs a number of different
styles of metaphor, which are often a great way
of teaching clients in an indirect and more
acceptable manner.
For further information on how Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy can help you, please
contact Graham Lee Clinical Hypnotherapist,
Practitioner of NLP Professional Coaching and Teacher
of Mindfulness Meditation M: 07762 120390
E: info@gclee.co.uk or visit: www.gclee.co.uk
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PAIN
Medical Thermography Service
What is infrared
imaging?
Digital Infrared Thermal Imaging (DITI) is a
totally non-invasive clinical imaging procedure
for detecting and monitoring a number of
diseases and physical injuries, by showing the
thermal abnormalities present in the body.
It is used as an aid for diagnosis and
prognosis, as well as monitoring therapy
progress, for conditions and injuries,
including:
Back Injuries
Arthritis
Headache
Nerve Damage
Sports Injuries
Unexplained Pain
Fibromyalgia
RSD (CPRS)
Dental and TMJ
Artery Inflammation

Vascular Disease
Breast Disease
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
Disc Disease
Inflammatory Pain
Skin Cancer
Referred Pain Syndrome
Sprain/Strain
Stroke Screening Whiplash
Digestive Disorders

1: Low Back 2: TMJ 3: Vascular 4: Upper Back 5: Stress Fracture

X-Ray, CT Ultrasound and MRI, etc are all
tests of ‘anatomy’ that measure the
structures of your body...
DITI is unique in its capability to
show physiological change and
metabolic processes.

INFRARED IMAGING IS
• NON-INVASIVE • NON-RADIATION • PAINLESS • NO CONTACT WITH BODY • FDA & MHRA REGISTERED

Since 2006 Affiliated with:

FIND OUT MORE, CONTACT:
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Hosted at: Southcote Chiropractic Clinic, 3 Sittingburne Road, Maidstone ME14 5SE

Tel: 01622 661883 Email: BHimaging@btconnect.com
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Medical Thermography
I first came across thermography in 2005
here in the UK, while at a seminar and my
fascination ended with me buying my first
camera in 2006. I have been very happy
that I took this step. I am now very excited
to provide the service at the Southcote
Chiropractic Clinic in Maidstone.
Medical Thermography has been around
since the 1960’ies but it has really
taken off with the introduction of
computerization. This has allowed a
development of standardisation of
protocols, which has meant that its
reliability has improved greatly. You just
have to be sensible of its usage and its
limitations.
Medical DITI is a non-invasive adjunctive
diagnostic technique that allows the
examiner to visualise and quantify changes
in skin surface temperature. Since there is
a high degree of thermal symmetry in the
normal body, subtle abnormal temperature
asymmetry's can be easily identified.
Medical DITI's major clinical value is in its
high sensitivity to pathology in the
vascular, muscular, neural and skeletal
systems and as such can contribute to the
pathogenesis and diagnosis made by the
clinician.

abnormal area not previously identified,
so further diagnostic tests can be
performed; To detect early lesions before
they are clinically evident; To monitor the
healing process before the patient is
returned to work or training.
Medical DITI has been used extensively in
human medicine in the U.S.A., Europe and
Asia for the past 20 years. Current state of
the art PC based IR technology designed
specifically for clinical application has
changed all this.
A medical report is then provided by
Electronic Medical Interpretation
Corporation [EMI] which is uniquely
provided through the Meditherm system.
Any clinic affiliated to them will be able to
link into the database, so if a client moves
to a different country, they can carry on
with their scanning, if they so wish. There a
currently over 200.000 patients on the
database, this started in 1990 and there
are well over 450.000 reports. The
Interpreting doctors are a panel of medical
doctors, with a further 200 hours training in
Thermology. They abide by the US HIPAA
code of conduct. Second opinion is
available and they are peer-reviewed.

Gitte Mikkelsen

DC LicAc CTT MRCC(Pain)

Clinical uses for DITI includes: To define
the extent of a lesion of which a diagnosis
has previously been made; To localise an
15

April-June
April
With the clocks recently moved forwards
we enter April and Spring more
enthusiastically as the full moon on
11/4/17 is conjunct Jupiter. This increases
the need to relate to others and to refresh
ourselves and our lives as the sun climbs
higher and brighter in the sky. Be aware
that this could lead children and adults to
expressing frustration but also new
learning in how we relate to everything in
life, including ourselves. It may be we just
want to tell the world of our experiences
during the winter and how these and the
ideas we may have for our lives are
appearing. It is possible that we may have
grown our self awareness and
understanding of who we are now, not last
month or last year but today and in the
future.
This month Saturn moves into retrograde
enabling us to reap the benefits of inner
growth and continue to structure our lives
in new ways in keeping with projects and
ideas for 2017. This aspect lasts for four
months when Saturn will move direct on
25/8/17 at 21 10 Sagittarius. During this
period we can enjoy the summer and
possibly embed new learning whilst
preparing for further developments from
the end of August.
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Mercury will move into retrograde also on
9/4/17 at 04 50 Taurus, allowing for us to
return to any issues which may need
resolution and the chance to talk about
things from the past or meet people who
we haven't seen for awhile. It is always a
good idea to double check plans and
details for travel or any paperwork so that
is ongoing for clarity and accuracy. It will
go direct again on 3/5/17 at 24 15 Aries.
Venus which has been retrograde since
4/3/17 will go direct on 15/4/17 at 26 54
Aries and may bring some clarity into any
recent relationship issues with the
potential of greater understanding if all
those involved are seeking to improve
communications.
Pluto also goes retrograde this month and
the transformation energy it brings may be
toned down so that change may seem like
less hard work during the summer months!
It will last until 28/9/17 when it goes
direct at 16 51 Capricorn.

May
The full moon on 10/5/17 will be at 20 24
Scorpio which may lend a strong emotional
and intense quality to the things we aim to
achieve during this month. There may be
some clear endings and beginnings
potentially around the time of the full
moon and we may notice those around us
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being more introspective and secretive
about their feelings. Still the quality of the
full moon is for feelings to come to the
surface lending more intensity to what
needs to be shared.

streamlined ideas and nurture these in
effective new places and with supportive
friends or colleagues. Creatively it may
also be a good time to enjoy new interests
and locations in which to explore these.

The new moon on 25/5/17 at 04 47
Gemini may begin two weeks of fresh ideas
and easier or more open communications
following certain truths having been
revealed at the previous full moon.

This month Jupiter goes direct following a
hugely changeable time in opposition to
Uranus back in December 2016 so there
may well be lots to learn and outcomes to
the investments we have made in
ourselves or others. It maybe potential that
much can be learned in our relationships
and ourselves as individuals also, as a
result of this planet moving direct.

This month the ruler of Gemini, Mercury
goes direct on 3/5/17 at 24 15 Aries
making impulsive thoughts and actions
more likely to occur but also may assist
well thought out ideas to be demonstrated
and effectively advertised to those who
could benefit from them.

June
The full moon on 9/6/17 at 18 53
Sagittarius with Saturn in the same sign
may see expressions of planning and
restructure either personally or larger
groups of people in which practical ways to
enable greater sharing of ideas and skills
may be found. It may also mean that we
have to see where our plans are leading us
and some trimming back may be required
to enable our ideas to flourish.
The new moon on 24/6/17 at 02 47 Cancer
may be a time to take our freshly

I have been working as an astrologer for 23
years with customers from around the UK
and the world. I studied with Margaret
Koolman originally, also teaching astrology
and writing articles for many periodicals
including Prediction magazine.
My contact numbers are
01303 210754 and
07714 259214.
Cathy Tredgett
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Time for a breather
What will you do over 6 million times by the end
of the year and perhaps not even think about it
once?
Breathe! When was the last time you thought
about doing it???
From the moment we take our first breath as a
new born baby, through to our last, we have for
the most part relied on our unconscious mind to
take care of our breathing.

Taking conscious control of your breathing helps
melt away tension and reduce anxiety, simply by
changing a shallow or gasping breath into a
deeper, more calming one. According to
Breathing.com, better quality breathing can
improve posture and promote weight loss, as
well as being key to sleeping well, having more
vitality, better health and wellbeing.

Important stuff...so how many breaths do we
actually take in a life time?

Put simply, learning to place your awareness on
your breathing can have dramatic physical,
mental and spiritual results! You may already be
aware that Yoga and meditation use controlled
breathing. In addition there are many different
therapies which utilise numerous brilliant
breathing techniques that can help with any
number of personal life challenges and health i
ssues.

The average rate is 12 (rested) breaths per
minute. That's over 17,000 a day. According to
the 2015 report compiled by the World Health
Organisation, the average U.K. life expectancy is
79.4 for men and 83 for women. So doing the
maths, this works out to around 500,000,000
(half a billion) breaths that we will take
throughout our life!

To start breathing deeper and feel its benefits,
take your breath right down into your diaphragm.
You can let your imagination help by likening
your breathing to filling up a vase or a bottle with
water. First fill the base (your diaphragm), then
the middle (your ribs) and then the neck (your
chest). Now breathe out, emptying first the neck,
then the middle and finally the base.

Yet the breath has fantastic potential which
often remains untapped, until we discover how
to harness its power. Many top performers,
including elite athletes improve their physical
and mental performance through optimal
breathing and so too can you!

Do this again...and again...taking long, even, deep
breaths. If you start to feel at all dizzy, stop and
take a break.

By taking conscious control of our breathing,
bringing it from unconscious auto pilot and into
our awareness, we can develop positive and
relaxed states of mind in which amazing
transformations can take place.

Breathing consciously is the fastest way to
change our emotional and physical state. Try
this simple exercise right now.
Breathe in for the count of 4, hold for 4, then
breathe out for 6......and again in for 4, hold for
4, now breathe out again for 6. Feel any
difference?
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The more you can practice this, or any other
breathing exercise, you will find an inner calm,
new levels of awareness and maybe even enjoy a
moment of satori enlightenment! Happy breathing.
Geoff Hart is a Life coach, Clinical hypnotherapist
and NLP practitioner. He can be contacted on
01622 747575 or at info@act4life.co.uk
www.act4life.co.uk
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Courses & Groups
Barbara Hussong
Mindfulness - Stress Reduction through Awareness. 8-week course in small groups on
Wednesday evenings; training in being present from moment-to-moment; recognising and
stepping out of automatic patterns and learning how to cope better with stress, anxiety,
long-term illness or pain. Regular home practice supported by CDs and workbook is
essential. Individual face-to-face and distance learning also possible.
Contact: .Barbara Hussong on 01622 670587 and at www.barbarahussong.co.uk
Venue: Maidstone
Fee: From £250.00 (some concs.)

Shamanics Workshops – Various Days An introduction to Shamanics and how to apply it
to all aspects of everyday life. The workshops will include the opportunity to experience
Shamanic journeys and how to use them to receive answers to personal questions you
may have about your everyday life. This will include connecting with your own personal
allies, drumming, rattling, working with crystals and the gentle resolution of Ancestral
issues. Private consultations available by appointment.
Dates and Venues to be confirmed.
Also available - working with crystals workshops
Contact details Andrew Sage 07706774005 or andrewsage@live.co.uk
CAER CORHRAIN SHAMANIC DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
The centre is based on marshland on the Isle of Sheppey where there are regular
sweatlodges and drum circles.
There are a variety of advanced and beginners Shamanic workshops also drum birthing
and residential courses.
There are also men's and woman's groups held regularly. For more information and dates
of events please visit our website.
Contact Details - Lynn Gosney 01795874542 lynn.gosney@hotmail.com
www.touchtheearthuk.com
Spiritual Development Course, Bromley. 5 weeks £79
Tuesdays from 25th April 2017 7.00-8.30pm
This deeply personal course will look at who you are, why you are here and why you chose
to be born into the life and family that you did. Subjects explored are: your timeline, why
you chose that Mother and Father, near death experiences, short past life regression and
life purpose. There will be homework in-between sessions.
See www.positivelyjoyous.com for more details. 07817 217085
Email: borgter@gmail.com
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Diary Dates
Saturday 8th April 2017 - Saturday 10th June 2017
Psychic Fayre
Aura Photography, Mediumship, Psychic & Tarot Readings, Angel Card Readings, Tree of Life
Readings, Reflexology + A variety of stalls, including one of the biggest Crystal stalls in Kent +
Refreshments + Disabled facilities
Venue: Wainscott Memorial Hall, Holly Road, Wainscott, Nr. Strood Kent ME2 4LG
Time: 12pm-5pm Entrance fee: £3 Contact: May 01634 727986
21st to 23rd April
Angelic Reiki 1st and 2nd degree, 3-day certified course
5th to 7th May - 9th to 11th June - 7th to 9th July
Angelic Reiki 3rd and 4th degree Masters
Course £252 Deposit of £52 secures place
This beautiful course is a unique and life changing system of Angelic Reiki Healing given to
Kevin Core through Archangel Metatron.
To book your place please Contact: Jill.larking@sky.com Tel: 07729 592751
Tuesday 4th April 2017, Opening times – 7.00pm – 10.30pm
Psychic Fair with various mediums, healers and a range of stalls
Entrance prices - £3.00 per person
An extended evening with the opportunity to have a private reading with a top medium, or balance
yourself with a treatment from our range of healers and browse our stalls selling a range of
merchandise to bring serenity and insight into your life.
Venue: Five Wents Hall, Swanley Lane, Swanley, BR8 7LE
Contact 07789 501650 Facebook Kent Spiritual Teaching Group
Tuesday 18th April 2017. Time 7.45 for 8pm
Evening of Clairvoyance with Brenda Cottingham
We welcome Brenda for the first time at KSTG to link with your loved ones in Spirit. Brenda works in
the UK, Holland and in the USA promoting Mediumship and development.
Venue: Five Wents Hall, Swanley Lane, Swanley, BR8 7LE
Contact 07789 501650
Facebook Kent Spiritual Teaching Group
Entry £6
Tuesday 2nd May 2017. Time 7.45 for 8pm
An introduction to Buddhism with John Grady of Soka Gakkai International
Lecture, demonstration and real life experiences of the amazing benefits of chanting
nam-myho-renge-kyo.
Venue: Five Wents Hall, Swanley Lane, Swanley, BR8 7LE
Contact 07789 501650 Facebook Kent Spiritual Teaching Group
Entry £5
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Tuesday 2nd May 2017, Time: 2.15 - 4.15pm
Psychology: Memory Suppression, Can we stop unwanted memories?
Dr. Zara Bergstrom investigates the brain basis of human memory
Contact: Genevieve Tel: 07919 978883
Tuesday 16th May 2017, Time 7.45 for 8pm
Evening of Clairvoyance with Roger McDonald
KSTG has the pleasure of welcoming back Roger McDonald to work again for the Spirit
World; he will ask those that have passed to come forward to give us help and guidance. Always an
enjoyable and humorous evening with Roger.
Venue: Five Wents Hall, Swanley Lane, Swanley, BR8 7LE
Contact 07789 501650
Facebook Kent Spiritual Teaching Group
Entry £6
Tuesday 6th June 2017. Time 7.45 for 8pm
Angel Inspiration with Ann Mitchell
A workshop looking at how we can receive inspiration, healing, wisdom and strength from our Angels.
Venue: Five Wents Hall, Swanley Lane, Swanley, BR8 7LE
Contact 07789 501650
Facebook Kent Spiritual Teaching Group
Entry £5
Tuesday 20th June 2017, Time 7.45 for 8pm
Evening of Clairvoyance with Charlene Austin
We welcome Charlene for her first time at KSTG as she connects with your loved ones in the Spirit
World to pass on their messages for you.
Venue: Five Wents Hall, Swanley Lane, Swanley, BR8 7LE
Contact 07789 501650
Facebook Kent Spiritual Teaching Group
Entry £6
Tuesday 4th July 2017, Time 7.45 for 8pm
Psychic Art with Richard Baldwin and Brenda Treadgold
We welcome Richard and Brenda for an evening of Psychic Art and Clairvoyance.
Brenda is a spirit portrait artist and medium who draws those who come through during the evening,
presenting evidence about them, family and friends. Richard supports her by adding any additional
information regarding the portraits and links into spirit giving additional messages while Brenda is
drawing.
Venue: Five Wents Hall, Swanley Lane, Swanley, BR8 7LE
Contact 07789 501650
Facebook Kent Spiritual Teaching Group
Entry £5
Saturday 15th July - Sunday 16th July 2017
Deepening Connections to the Inner Self.
Residential or day places. West Malling, Kent.
At this wonderful retreat, through a series of ever deepening relaxation and meditation sessions
(including Yoga Nidra or Yogic sleep) we will go within to meet this wise inner advisor to help with our
problems. A balanced blending of personal written work, group discussion and meditation.
See www.positivelyjoyous.com for more details. 07817 217085
Email: borgter@gmail.com
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Tuesday 18th July 2017. Time 7.45 for 8pm
Evening of Clairvoyance with Linda Waddoups
KSTG welcome Linda for the first time for an evening of Clairvoyance as she links with the spirit
world to see who draws close and pass on the messages they have for us.
Venue: Five Wents Hall, Swanley Lane, Swanley, BR8 7LE
Contact 07789 501650
Facebook Kent Spiritual Teaching Group
Entry £6
Tuesday 25th July. Time: 2.15 - 4.15pm
Herbalism and Spiritual Healing
Belinda Murray from Whitstable will talk about her role as a herbal practitioner in the community
and explain the healing power of every day herbs in your garden. Andrew Grant from London will talk
about Brahma Kumaris, a world-wide spiritual movement dedicated to personal transformation and
world renewal.
Contact: Genevieve Tel: 07919 978883
Sunday 16th April Sunday 21st May Sunday 18th June Sunday 16th July 2017
Psychic Health and Beauty Fair - Hoo Village Institute, Main Road, Hoo ME3 9AA
Pampering, readings, cosmetics, health products, healing zone and more.
Cafe, spiritual library and child-friendly.
£2.50 on the door - Free entry for under 16's & Medical Exemption Certificated.
Pre-book 50% off ticket £1.25 or £5 for a group of 5
www.handmadeandpamperfair.co.uk/events/ Tel-07951 168863
Saturday 29 April 2017
Self-Mastery 3 - Harmony, Freedom & Miracles
Self-Mastery is a path of self-realisation whereby all the levels of the human being
become increasingly aligned allowing the best possible unfoldment of the individual’s
life and experience. It is a way of healing based on Love, Wisdom and Understanding.
A one-day workshop with Paul Lambillion at Number 11, 11 Mickleburgh Hill, Herne Bay CT6 6AA
Time: 10.30am to 4.45pm. Contact: Graham Davies 01227 360294
dimensions@btinternet.com
Friday 19th - Sunday 21st May 2017
The Sussex Faerie Festival
Location: Pleasant Rise Farm, Cuckmere Road, Alfriston, Polegate, BN26 5TN
Held over 3 days, Faerie Festival features a fabulous stage line-up, uplifting workshops, mystical
entertainment, kids activities, camping and more! Tent hire available. Please quote KC when booking.
Contact: 07845 438340
Entry: See website or call ticket hotline Website: www.magicalfestivals.co.uk
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Directory
Profe
ent
ssional T
herapists and Practitioners in K
Alexander Technique
Simone Lantain (MSTAT since 1985)
Alexander Technique: one-to-one and small groups.
Wholeness Technique: small group classes helping turn negativity into positivity, undoing stress and
anxiety and helping people feel happier and more in control of their lives. Nerve Relaxation
Technique (NRT): One-to-one - gentle touch and strokes on accupuncture points and meridians to help
release tension and tightness in the body.
All the above from Nonington (just South of Canterbury) and Chatham. Home visits also possible.
Tel: 01304 721153 or Tel: 07879 452114.

Aura Imprint Reading
Theresa Borg BA (Hons) DHP DCH GQHR MPLTA
Aura Imprint reading in Bromley-Access clues to the root of any deep mental or physical health
issues. See what the karmic, past life or current day issues are that keep you being unable to move
forward, being lost or unworthy. Includes past life reading/healing.
Tel: 07817217085 www.auricreading.co.uk

Counselling and Psychotherapy
Barbara Hussong, MSc,, Dip. Biodynamic Psychotherapy, MLSBP,ABMT, UKCP reg.
Biodynamic Psychotherapy and Body Work. Depression, anxiety, lack of energy, psychosomatic
problems, personal and spiritual growth. Mindfulness courses for stress reduction and other
difficulties.
Maidstone. www.barbarahussong.co.uk Tel: 01622 670587
Graham Davies at Number 11, Diploma in Advanced Counselling.
Counselling provides support in a safe, confidential space, to help you to look at and understand
changes and challenges you may be facing in your life. We will consider how you see your world and
your place in it, through your past experiences, beliefs and ideas; and how you can recognise and let
go of those that no longer serve you.
11 Mickleburgh Hill, Herne Bay. CT6 6AA
Email: dimensions@btinternet.com www.number11therapycentre.co.uk Tel: 01227 360294
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Colm O’Hanrahan, BA, reg MBACP (accred.) Cert no. 011078 BISS (Assoc. Member)
I offer Psychotherapy for children & adults with a range of emotional and relationship issues.
As well as providing a listening space and an opportunity to engage in therapeutic insight,
I use creative approaches; play therapy, dream work and Jungian Sandplay Tel: 07891 977 557
Sasha Rosen, UKCP, UKAHPP accred & reg Humanistic/Integrative Psychotherapist;
MA Jungian & Post Jungian Studies. I offer Psychotherapy for Children and Adults;
a supportive, creative approach to understanding and change through talking, play,
Sandplay and the arts. Supervision and training for therapists and trainees. Tel: 07891 311 583

Crystal Therapy
Tania Waller, MCThA, Crystal Therapist
Chakras are invisible energy centres linked to the 7 main endocrine glands of the body. If a chakra is
out of balance we may feel unwell. Nature’s gemstones such as amethyst, quartz and agates colour
match to your chakras and may return your sense of harmony and well-being.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494

Emotional Release Therapy
Jenny Jones, CST, MICHT, SHEN® Therapy (Physio-Emotional Healing & Empowerment) 20 years
experience. SHEN helps release trapped emotions in the body held by muscular contractions.
Qi is used to relax muscles so the emotions can be released, restoring emotional health. SHEN can
help with PTSD, fear, anxiety, recovery from abuse, anger, grief, eating disorders, PMS, stuck in the
past, inability to feel emotion etc. Also NES Health, Reflexology, Reiki.
Canterbury & Romney Marsh
Tel: 077910 55575 Tel: 0844 884 9852 www.wheeloflifetherapies.co.uk

Healing
Graham Davies at Number 11. Practising Healer Member of The International Healing Fellowship.
Healing assists the body’s natural self-healing system, and aids the body to smooth out any physical,
mental/emotional and spiritual problems to help get the person, or animal, back on track. More than
400 clinical studies have taken place into healing, and you can read the details of the results of some
of these on my website. I also offer Meditation, Guidance, Counselling, and Indian Head Massage.
11 Mickleburgh Hill, Herne Bay. CT6 6AA
Email: dimensions@btinternet.com www.number11therapycentre.co.uk Tel: 01227 360294

Hopi Ear Candling (Thermo-Auricular Therapy)
Tania Waller, MCThA, TATh Registered
A gentle therapy which may benefit upper body problems such as breathing, headaches, sinus
24
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problems, allergies, excess wax, noises in the ear, snoring, may improve balance etc. Relax as the
candle creates a calming, soothing atmosphere with rest period to respond to treatment.
Appointments at Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494

Hypnotherapy
Positively Joyous Clinical Hypnotherapy/ Life coaching in Bromley.
Theresa Borg BA (Hons) DHP DCH GQHR MPLTA
Professional service by an experienced therapist of 10 years. Specialities include anxiety, quit
smoking, weight loss, fears, phobias and confidence. Past life regression specialist.
Psychology and Mindfulness Meditation teacher and Reiki healer. Classes and retreats available.
www.positivelyjoyous.com Tel: 07817217085 Email: Borgter@gmail.com
Geoff Hart Act4life Hypnotherapy based in Loose Maidstone, Clinical Hypnotherapy, Life and
Business Coaching and N.L.P.
* Weight loss *Anxiety and Stress *Fears and Phobia's *Confidence and Self esteem * Habits and
Behaviours *Sleep issues * Relationships * Work life balance
Free telephone consultation- 01622 747575 / 07950 512453
Testimonials www.act4life.co.uk E mail geoff@act4life.co.uk

Indian Head Massage
Tania Waller, MCThA, Cert ITEC IHM
Working the upper back, neck, shoulders, arms releases stress and tension.
Head/scalp massage soothes and calms the mind and emotions.
Face and ears clear the senses with stilling, calming movements at the end.
May lead to improved concentration, energy and efficiency.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494

Massage and Bodywork
Barbara Hussong, MSc, ABMT, Dip. Biodynamic Massage & Psychotherapy, UKCP reg. Biodynamic &
Therapeutic Massage, Reiki Healing fort stress and tension relief, restoring energy levels, deep
relaxation and well being.
Maidstone. www.barbarahussong.co.uk Tel: 01622 670587

Metamorphic Technique
Tania Waller. Reg. Metamorphic Technique Practitioner
Need to move on but not sure how? Using a light touch on feet/hands/head MT releases blockages
created whilst in the womb where we first experience emotion. Beneficial during career changes,
house moves, divorce, grief.
Also for pregnant women, and children with learning difficulties.
Appointments at Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494
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Naturopathy
Brian Lamb ND, DO
Naturopathy including manipulation, Eeman relaxation technique.
Bereavament counselling (DVD and cassette tape available).
Home visiting in London and the Home Counties.
Flat 4, 13 Castle Hill Avenue, Folkestone, Kent CT20 2TD
Also at 23 Aberfan Road, Aberfan, Merthyr Tydfil, CF48 4QN
Email: LambOfKent@gmail.com Tel: 01303 851067 Tel: 07831 295218

Neuroflexology
Tania Waller, MCThA, Founder Member of International Neuroflexology Guild
Connects with nerve Innervations, reducing inflammation, empowering own
healing. Treatment takes 3-4 mins each foot with time for response to
treatment. May help anxious states, panic attacks, joint and mobility problems.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent - www.taniawaller.co.uk - Tel: 07760 252494
Courses for qualified therapists – please see www.neuroflexology.com

NLP Practitioner (Neuro-Lingiustic Programming)
Geoff Hart. Based in Loose in Maidstone. Life and business coach, n.l.p. practitioner and featured
therapist with The Hypnotherapy Association. Here to help - not judge. Bring that change you are
seeking, and live life to the full. Testimonials www.act4life.co.uk Email: geoff@act4life.co.uk
Please Tel: 01622 747575 or Tel: 07950 512453 in total confidence.

Reflexology
Linda Partington IFR, ITEC
Helping mind and body get back into balance with Reflexology, Reiki, Indian Head Massage and
Therapeutic Back Massage. All excellent for relieving stress, deep relaxation and restoring
energy levels. Email: lindapartington@btinternet.com Tel: 01622 729566 / 07858 605469
Tania Waller, MCThA, Dip IIR(UK)
A wonderful treatment of the feet/hands allowing time for relaxation and de-stressing. Reflexes in
the feet connect with all other parts of the body and this encourages your mind and body and spirit
to re-balance naturally.
Precision Reflexology; VRT (Advanced); Maternity Reflexology Appointments in Swanley, Kent
www.taniawaller.co.uk Tel: 07760 252494
Linda Baxter, R.G.N., I.T.E.C., I.F.A., M.A.R.
Reflexology, Therapeutic Massage, Aromatherapy and Indian Head massage.
All can restore the body to its natural balance and to help stress, aches and pains.
Whitstable, Kent. Tel: 01227 264445
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Reiki
Linda Partington IFR, ITEC
Helping mind and body get back into balance with Reflexology, Reiki, Indian Head Massage and
Therapeutic Back Massage. All excellent for relieving stress, deep relaxation and restoring energy
levels. Email: lindapartington@btinternet.com Tel: 01622 729566 / 07858 605469
Tania Waller, MCThA, EMBODY Reg’d & Approved Reiki Master/Teacher & Healer Rest, relax, enjoy
this wonderful ancient form of healing in delightful garden setting. May bring sense of peace and
calmness as your mind body and spirit returns to balance and harmony. Suitable treatment for all.
Appointments in Swanley, Kent www.taniawaller.co.uk Tel: 07760 252494
Jean Atley, Reiki Master Practitioner/Teacher, Crystal Master Practitioner/Teacher. A gentle
treatment that heals and balances the body and mind, removing physical and emotional blocks
that may be causing illness or anxiety. Reiki can be enhanced by working with crystals also.
Treatments and courses available.
Email: mail@jeanatley.co.uk
www.jeanatley.co.uk Tel: 01322 292892
Jill Clarkson
Reiki Attunements in your own home at very reasonable rates, all the help support and training you
need. Reiki Teacher IRT, Diploma Mental Health Cert Counselling University of Kent; degree student
esoteric science.
E-mail jilliandawnclarkson@gmail.com or Tel 07946096805 to make enquiries or book a date.

Thermo-Auricular Therapy (see Hopi Ear Candling)
Yoga
Jean Atley, BWY, Yth Dip (YBT) ITEC, CThA Yoga Teacher/Therapist, Aromatherapist.
General & specialist classes - Pregnancy, Postnatal, ME, MS, Parkinson’s and other
conditions. Individual tuition avail. Dartford/Longfield/Gravesend/Meopham. Aromatherapy
and Pregnancy Massage, Baby Massage Instruction.
www.jeanatley.co.uk
Tel: 01322 292892
Angela Brier-Stephenson, PFL Dip, MPFLS, Mindfulness Practitioner, MCIPD. Where will you be in
the future? Are you making the most of your life? Future Life Progression is a life changing
experience, a waking dream therapy that allows you to connect with your future self. There is
nothing more empowering than seeing your future before you. Live your full potential with FLP.
www.anotherjourneybegins.com www.facebook.com/anotherjourneybegins
Tel: 07971 653 976
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S T O C K I S T
HEALTH FOOD SHOPS
Botanica, Tunbridge Wells
Canterbury Wholefoods, Canterbury
Especially Health, Sevenoaks
Food for Living, Dartford
Harvest Health Foods, Ramsgate
Health House, Chatham
Health Matters, Maidstone
Health Matters, Bromley
Heaven and Earth, Faversham
Herbaceous Medical Herbalist, Whistable,
Nutrician Centre, Whitstable
Organic Health, Tunbridge Wells
Peppers Health Food, Deal
HEALTH AND BEAUTY
Beauty at Tori’s, Gillingham
Capelli Hair Dresser, New Romney
Cherubs Nail and Beauty, New Romney
Escape, Headcorn
Evolution Hairdressers, New Romney
Evolve, Broadstairs
Fig Tree Beauty, Lenham
Fuzion Hairdressers, Maidstone
Hair Lounge, Dymchurch
Headlines, Cliftonville
Pure Beauty Shop, Whitstable
Revitalize, Margate
Spirits Health and Beauty, Maidstone
That Beauty Shop, New Romney
The Beez-Neez, Sheerness
INFORMATION CENTRES
Adult Education Centre, Westgate
Horsebridge Arts Centre, Whitstable
Library, Deal
Library, Faversham
Library, Folkestone
Library, New Romney
Library, Sittingbourne
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Library, Swanley
Marsham Street Community Centre,
Maidstone
TCV (The Conservation Volunteers), Ashford
Whitstable Improvement Trust, Whitstable
POST OFFICES
Post Office, Dymchurch
Post Office, Headcorn
Post Office, Lenham
Post Office, Maidstone
Post Office, New Romney
LEISURE CENTRES
Swallows Leisure Centre, Sittingbourne
Y.M.C.A Cripple Street, Loose
OTHER SHOPS
Co-op, Wye
Daydreams, Candles, Herne Bay
Gem Set, Crystals, Broadstairs
Gardens and Health, NR Broadstairs
Headz New Age, Folkestone
Magick, Ramsgate
MB Farms, Deli & Butchers, Faversham
Mole Country Stores, Canterbury
Northdown Pharmacy, Cliftonville
Pandoras Box, Deal
Paydens Chemist, Maidstone
Paydens Chemist, Broadstairs
Pharmacy, Lenham
Pure Magick, Canterbury
RSPCA charity shop, Whitstable
Salamander, Maidstone
Stanhill Farm Shop, Wilmington
Village Stores, Lenham
Waterstones, Folkestone
Waterstones, Tenterden
Wye News, Wye
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If you would like to be a stockist please call 01622 757111
RELAXATION CLASSES
More Than Yoga, Ramsgate
Tre UK, Eclipse Yoga Centre, Dover
CAFES
Art Lounge, Maidstone
Brockhill Café, Hythe
Cafe Nero, Tenterden
Café Nucleus, Chatham
Cafe Rouge, Tenterden
Cavendish cake & coffee, NR Maidstone
Costa Coffee, Tenterden
Deblyns Tea Shop, New Romney
Dog & Bear Pub, Lenham
Everest Inn, Ashford
Hope & Lane Coffee Shop, Deal
The Living Café, Maidstone
Maria’s Coffee Lounge, Canterbury
Museum Café, Maidstone
Miss Mottells Tea Room, Appledore
Pegottys Tea Room, Tenterden
Penenden Deli, Maidstone
Pippa’s Tea Rooms, Lenham
Pops Café, Maidstone
Samphire Restaurant, Whitstable
Sun Pier Tea Room, Chatham
The Coffee Lounge, Dymchurch
The Penny Theatre, Canterbury
The Village Café, Dymchurch
VEGAN RESTAURANTS AND CAFES
Beanos Vegetarian Cafe, Folkestone
The Stag Restaurant, Maidstone
THERAPY CENTRES
Canterbury Cosmedics, Canterbury
Clinic of Complementary Medicine,
Gillingham
Evegate Clinic, Ashford
Greenfields Clinic, Canterbury

Kent
CONNEXIONS

Hawley Health Centre, Margate
Lessness Natural Health Clinic, Bexleyheath
Natural Health Centre, Bexleyheath
Natural Health Clinic, Tenterden
Natural Health Practice, Bexley
Number 11 Therapy Centre, Herne Bay
Reynolds Spa, Sittingbourne
The Centre, Hythe
Soul Solutions, Faversham
Spring Gardens Clinic, Canterbury
Tor Spa Retreat, NR Canterbury
Woodlands. Holistic therapy, NR Canterbury
THERAPISTS
Another Journey Begins, Westgate
Artemis Hypnotherapy, Whitstable
Bluebird Hypnotherapy, Maidstone
Carol Culshaw, Clairvoyant, Herne Bay
Chinese Medical Centre, Maidstone
David Orchard Chiropody, Canterbury
Everwell Chinese Medical Centre, Canterbury
Evolution Health, Whitstable
Footcare Clinic, Gillingham
Forstal Holistic Health, Headcorn
Helios Clinic, Tunbridge Wells
Inside out Health Clinic, Tonbridge
Insightful Minds, Coxheath
Loose Chiropody Practice, Maidstone
Miranda of Margate, Psychic
Natural Health Centre, Headcorn
Osteopathic Practice, Whitstable
Physiotherapy Centre, New Romney
Positively Joyous Hypnotherapy and Life
Coaching, Bromley
Ribbons of Light Retreat, Folkestone
Sanctuary of Healing, Christian Spiritualist
Church, Gillingham
Swanley Therapy Centre, Swanley
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Authentic Transcendental Meditation
Just a few minutes sitting quietly each day brings profound rest to refresh and revitalise mind and body

Transcendental Meditation
will help you to achieve a
quality of life better than
you could ever imagine.

Regular residential courses at
Oxon Hoath near Tonbridge

Millions of people and 650+ scientific research studies, testify
to the wide-ranging benefits of practising TM daily:
l Improved Sleep
l Sports Performance
l Memory, Energy, Creativity,
Intelligence
l Stronger Immune System
l Self-Confidence
l Clearer Thinking
l Reduced Anxiety and
Depression
l Faster Reactions
l Improved Relationships

l Reduced risk of Heart
Disease
l Reduced use of Alcohol,
Cigarettes & Drugs
l Relief from Migraines,
Headaches & Asthma
l Reduced Cholesterol
l Reversal of Ageing
l Normalisation of
Blood Pressure
l Relief from Fatigue

Read more or book online: www.meditationtrust.com
or call: 01843 841010, info@meditationtrust.com
Regular course dates and free Intro Talks across the UK
Free support and guidance for life. FREE INFO PACK

